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was sunk while the other (the Camperdown] was gravely disabled,
showed how narrow the margin might at any moment have
become. The programme of Royal Sovereigns met this need for the
time; but when the new cordite-firing guns appeared. Lord
Spencer's advisers pointed out that once more—if we were not to
run the risk that a few up-to-date foreign ships might destroy a
whole obsolete British navy—it was a question of building not a
ship but a squadron. Hence the second 'scare3, and the Spencer
programme. Gladstone, it will be remembered, was unconvinced
by the arguments; and indeed to any one with the mind of an
economist these repeated wholesale buildings of ships which
became almost immediately outclassed could only be exasperat-
ing. Nevertheless on the outbreak of the South African war in
1899, the main thing which saved us from foreign intervention,
apart from the diplomatic estrangement between our chief would-
be adversaries (i.e. Germany and the Dual Alliance), was the
existence of the battleships built under the Spencer programme.
In these years Great Britain came to the front in naval inven-
tion, for (it might almost be said) the first time in her modern
history. The 6-inch Q,.F. gun, which, discharging a loo-lb. shell,
could fire fifteen aimed shots per minute, was invented on the
Tyne. It was largely responsible for the growth of 'secondary*
armaments, which helped to make the Royal Sovereign,1 and still
more the Magnificent, so much larger, and therefore costlier, than
the 'Admiral3 class had been. Another British invention was the
destroyer—first exemplified in H.M.S, Havock (designed and
built by a famous Thames-side firm in 1893). But these and most
other advances were due to private enterprise. Partly for that
reason they speedily became international, and England had not
for long any monopoly of their advantage. The admiralty itself
remained very conservative. Submarines, for instance, it totally
ignored till 1900, when it ordered five small ones for experiment.
It was equally backward about mines.
The changes just sketched sent up the cost of the navy
enormously. The Estimates which had been under £13 millions
in 1886, climbed to £21-8 millions in 1896 and to £27-5 millions
in 1900. Already they strained the budget. We have seen how
both Goschen's and Harcourt's Death Duties were due to them;
and later we shall see other things.
1 The Royal Sovereign (launched 1891, completed 1892) was the first battleship tc
cost over ^i million.
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